Paper Jam!!!
Sending insurance claims, recall, reminders, and patient billing statements by paper is a
huge waste of our time and resources. Paper products have a tremendous energy

requirement to grow, harvest, transport, manufacture, and deliver. As our resources

become more and more scarce Americans will help where they can. Paper use is a place
we can help. This applies directly to Data Team users.

Billing insurance claims electronically eliminates much of the waste. Benefits don’t stop

there. Office personnel spend only ten percent of the time taken to produce and mail a
paper claim. Controlling insurance payment is much more efficient. Errors are flagged

and corrected in a timely manner. Eliminating protracted rejections makes the process
even more worthwhile.

Unfamiliar with the process, Data Team will send your claims with you and work out the

details for a month to help you become an expert. You will save money, streamline your
workload, and help the environment.

Collect email addresses and cell phone numbers for future use now. Recall and other

reminders can currently be sent from your Data Team Program by email and interface
with texting and voice systems.

Few dental offices have no Internet. The benefits are dramatic and outweigh the energy
to start using the internet. The disadvantages are myth. No internet means: seeking

benefits or eligibility on telephone hold, digging through storage to find envelopes and
paper, going to the printers to pick up, buying stamps at the post office, paying UPS

charges and sales tax, buying toner and fixing printers, and generally being wasteful
and inefficient.

Left behind!
Data Team can help! We can setup your system to be fool proof. We can teach all the
ins and outs of Internet use. We can file your insurance billing and patient billing for

you. Internet allows us to teach, provide on-site like instruction, and provide support

and software for your office in minutes instead of days. We can sometimes relieve you of
the need for an extra employee or make the ones you have more efficient.

